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Abstract
This study investigated why object-gap relative clauses (RCs) are dominant in early child
Mandarin. We discuss how restrictive-RCs differ from pseudo-RCs syntactically and
pragmatically, and examine how these two types of RCs are distributed in the RC utterances
of ten children and their caregivers. The results showed that (a) Mandarin-speaking
children produce many more pseudo-RCs than restrictive-RCs, (b) restrictive-RCs exhibit
a subject-gap advantage and are dominantly headed, and (c) pseudo-RCs exhibit an
object-gap advantage and are dominantly headless. We propose that the development of
restrictive-RCs is mainly influenced by the structural factor, and that the extensive use
of pseudo-RCs is attributed to the communicative needs of young children. Our findings
also suggest that young children’s pseudo-RCs tend to have a subject-focus reading, and the
object-gap dominance observed in the pseudo-RCs of childMandarin is related to the head-
final RCs and the special structural features of the cleft construction in Mandarin.
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Introduction

The relative clause (RC) construction has been studied extensively in psycholinguistic
research as it involves not only structural complexity but also word order variation. One
central issue related to RC acquisition is whether young children perform better with
subject-gap RCs (i.e., the RCs with a gap in the embedded subject position, abbreviated as
SRCs hereafter) or with object-gap RCs (i.e., the RCs with a gap in the embedded object
position, abbreviated as ORCs hereafter), and how the asymmetrical pattern should be
explained. For languages with head-initial RCs like English in which the head noun
precedes the RC like (1), the findings fromprevious research are fairly consistent. English-
speaking adults are found to process SRCs like (1a) faster andmore accurately than ORCs
like (1b) (e.g., Traxler, Morris, & Seely, 2002; Gibson, Desmet, Grodner, Watson, & Ko,
2005; Grodner & Gibson, 2005). Similarly, young English-speaking children are found to
acquire earlier and perform better with SRCs in (1a) than with ORCs in (1b), and such a
pattern is uniform across different methodologies, including corpus analyses on
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naturalistic speech (e.g., Diessel & Tomasello, 2000), imitation tasks (e.g., Diessel &
Tomasello, 2005), as well as production and comprehension tasks (e.g., Kidd & Bavin,
2002; Zukowski, 2009).

(1) English head-initial RCs:
a. Subject-gap RC (SRC): The girl [that __ likes the dog] is cute.
b. Object-gap RC (ORC): The dog [that the girl likes __] is cute.

Unlike the consistency observed in the studies on English head-initial RCs, the findings
on Mandarin head-final RCs are quite conflicting. Mandarin has the so-called head-final
RCs in which the head noun follows the restrictive clause, as illustrated in (2), and such
head-final configuration has been utilized as a test case to evaluate various accounts
proposed to explain the subject-object asymmetry found in English head-initial RCs.

(2) a. Mandarin SRC
[__ xihuan xiaogou de ] na-ge nuhai hen ke’ai.

like dog DE that-CL girl very cute
‘The girl that likes the dog is very cute.’

b. Mandarin ORC
[ Nuhai xihuan __ de ] na-zhi xiaogou hen ke’ai.
girl like DE that-CL dog very cute

‘The dog that the girl likes is very cute.’

However, to date, the issue of whether Mandarin-speaking children perform better with
SRCs or ORCs remains unresolved. While most experimental studies show a clear advan-
tage of SRCs over ORCs in Mandarin-speaking children’s comprehension and production
performance (e.g., Hsu, Hermon, & Zukowski, 2009; Tsoi, Yang, Chan, & Kidd, 2019), a
recent corpus study byChen and Shirai (2015) found the opposite pattern and argued for an
object-gap primacy inMandarin-speaking children’s acquisition of RCs. This study aims to
better understand why ORCs are dominant in Mandarin-speaking children’s early speech.
We examined the RC utterances produced by ten children and their caregivers from a
certified corpus, and classified the utterances into genuine restrictive-RCs and pseudo-RCs
based on their syntactic and pragmatic properties. Overall, restrictive-RCs and pseudo-RCs
are found to exhibit distinct distributional patterns, suggesting that the development of
these two types of RCs is influenced by different factors.

RC acquisition in Mandarin

Much research has been done to examine how Mandarin-speaking children perform
SRCs vs. ORCs (as shown in (2)). Table 1 presents a summary of the previous studies that
directly focused on comparing young children’s acquisition of SRCs and ORCs in
Mandarin.1

Among the six comprehension studies, four showed a clear SRC advantage (Cheng,
1995; Lee, 1992; Hu, Gavarró, Vernice, &Guasti, 2016; Tsoi et al, 2019). Chang (1984) and

1We included nine published journal articles and oneMA thesis in Table 1, because these studies have been
rigorously reviewed and contained more detailed information. The conference papers relevant to RC
acquisition were not included either because of the lack of access to full information (Ning & Liu, 2009)
or because of a different research focus (e.g., Su, 2004).
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Table 1. A summary of previous studies on SRC/ORC acquisition in Mandarin

Comprehension Studies

Study Task Participant Info. Results

Chang (1984) Act-out task N = 48
(Twelve 1st, 2nd, 4th, and

6th Graders)

No clear difference between SRCs and ORCs across ages

Lee (1992) Act-out task N = 61
(Twelve 4-, 5-, 6-,

8-yr-olds; Thirteen 7-yr-
olds)

A significant subject-gap advantage found for all ages combined and for each
age group except for 4-yr-olds

Cheng (1995) Act-out task N = 36
(Twelve 3-, 4-,

5-yr-olds)

A subject-gap advantage pattern found across ages, but the difference was not
significant

Hu, Gavarró, Vernice &
Guasti (2016)

Picture-referent
selection task

N = 120
(Twenty 3-, 4-, 5-, 6-, 7-, 8-

yr-olds)

A significant subject-gap advantage found across ages except for the 3- and 8-yr-
olds

He, Xu & Ji (2017) Picture-selection
Task

42~55 months (N = 31)
52~67 months

(N = 32)
59~68 months

(N = 32)

An object-gap advantage pattern found across ages, but the difference was only
significant in the oldest group.

Tsoi, Yang, Chan & Kidd
(2019)

Picture-referent
selection Task

Younger group
(4;3~4:9, N = 29)
Older group
(5;4~5;10, N = 30)

A significant subject-gap advantage found in both groups

Online processing Study

Study Task
Participant
Info. Results

Yang, Chan, Chang & Kidd (2020) Visual-world eye-tracking
experiment

N = 36
(4;3~4;9, mean

age 4;8)

A significant subject-gap advantage for DE-RCs (but not for DLC-RCs).

Pseudo-R
C
s
and

restrictive-R
C
s
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Production Studies

Study Task Participant Info. Results

Cheng (1995) Elicited Production Task N = 27
(Nine 3-, 4-, 5-yr-olds)

A subject-gap advantage pattern found across ages

Hsu, Hermon & Zukowski. (2009) Elicited Production Task N = 23
(4;0~6;5, mean

age 4;8)

A significant subject-gap advantage found across ages

Hu, Gavarró & Guasti (2016) Preference Task N = 125
(N = 20~24 for 3-,

4-, 5-, 6-, 7-, 8-yr-olds)

A significant subject-gap advantage found across ages.

Imitation Study

Study Task
Participant
Info. Results

Hsu
(2014)

Sentence imitation
task

3-yr-old group
(N = 14)

4-yr-old group
(N = 18)

5-yr-old group
(N = 18)

A subject-gap advantage pattern found across ages, but the difference was most evident in the 5-yr-old
group.

Corpus Study

Study Task Participant Info. Results

Chen & Shirai
(2015)

Corpus study Four children (0; 11 ~
3;5) from Fang
corpus

ORCs appear earlier and
more frequently than
SRCs in spontaneous
speech

Note: The two studies by Hu et al. (2016) listed in the table were taken directly from Hu (2014)’s dissertation.
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He, Wu, & Li (2017) did not find an SRC advantage, but a careful review of these two
studies suggests that their results were probably confounded either by the test materials or
by the task. Chang (1984) mistakenly used passive SRCs as the test materials for the ORC
condition, and this could be a possible explanation as to why the study did not find a clear
difference between the SRC and ORC conditions. In the He et al. (2017) study, a picture-
selection task was used in which the child participants were asked to choose the matching
picture instead of the matching head referent. As pointed out by Arnon (2005) and Adani
(2011), selecting pictures alone can be problematic because it is possible for children to
choose the correct picture but misinterpret the target sentence. Hu (2014) also demon-
strated that using a picture-selection task to testMandarin RCs is especially inappropriate
due to its head-final property.

Recently, Yang, Chan, Chang, &Kidd (2020) used a visual-world eye-tracking paradigm
to test 4-year-oldMandarin-speaking children’s online processing of SRCs andORCs. They
found a clear subject-gap advantage for DE-RCs (i.e., the head noun of the RC was a bare
noun, like [mama mai de] wanju), but not for DCL-RCs (i.e., the head noun of the RC was
preceded by a demonstrative-classifier combination, like [mamamai de] na-gewanju). The
difference found between DE-RCs and DCL-RCs is interesting, but this pattern requires
further verification because other studies using DCL-RCs as test materials did elicit a clear
subject-gap advantage (e.g., Lee, 1992). The previous studies that focused on production
performance all reported a clear SRC advantage (Cheng, 1995; Hsu et al. 2009;Hu, Gavarró,
& Guasti, 2016). Lastly, Hsu’s (2014) sentence imitation study suggests that the subject-
object asymmetry in RC performance is correlated with age such that the SRC advantage
becomes more and more evident as children grow from three to five.

While a clear SRC advantage was found in most of the experimental studies and
different accounts have been proposed to explain the asymmetry,2 a clear ORC preference
was reported by Chen and Shirai (2015). In order to uncover the characteristics and the
development of RCs in child Mandarin, Chen and Shirai (2015) examined the spontan-
eous speech data of fourMandarin-speaking children (age 0;11 to 3;5) and their caregivers
from the Fang corpus collected in China (Min, 1994). Chen and Shirai extracted and
coded all noun-modifying phrases headed by the RC marker DE, and classified them
based on (a) the syntactic role of the head noun in the main clause and (b) the syntactic
role of the relativized noun inside the RC. They found that themajority of the RCs that the
children produced modified an isolated NP rather than a subject NP or an object NP of a
matrix clause, as shown in (3a). Importantly, they found that both the children and the
caregivers produced overwhelmingly more ORCs like (3c) than SRCs like (3b) in their
conversations (Child speech: ORCs vs. SRCs: 61.5% vs. 18.6%; Caregiver speech: ORCs
vs. SRCs: 58.6% vs. 17.6%).

(3) Examples taken from Chen and Shirai (2015)
a. RC that modifies an isolated NP (from MDY 1;10)

[baba mai] de ban.
daddy bought DE board
‘the board [that daddy bought]’

2For example, Hsu et al. (2009) suggested that the asymmetry is better accounted for by structure-based
theories (Keenan & Comrie, 1977). Hu et al. (2016) explained the asymmetry in terms of relativized
minimality and the structural intervention effect (Friedmann, et al., 2009). Tsoi et al. (2019), on the other
hand, favored experience-based approaches and argued that the SRC advantage found in young children’s
performance is a reflection of input distribution.
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b. SRC (from MDY 3;0)
[na ge you yuanquan] de na ge huai le.
that CL have circle DE that CL break PFV
‘That one [that has circles] broke.’

c. ORC (from MDY 3;0)
[wo chuan] de na lan-de kuzi jiu da.
I wear DE that blue-DE pants just big
‘The blue pants [that I wore] are big.’

d. Simple sentence in Mandarin
baba mai ban.
daddy buy board
‘Daddy bought board.’

Chen and Shirai further showed that at the earliest stage of language development (age
range 1;4~2;0), the most frequent type of RC was the combination of an isolated NP and a
ORC as in (3a), which has a word order similar to the simple SVO sentence in Mandarin
like (3d). They thus attributed the predominance of ORCs in early child Mandarin to two
factors: first, the similarity of the word order between ORCs and simple SVO sentences
(3a vs. 3d) in Mandarin, and second, a reflection of the distributional pattern from the
caregivers’ input (Chen & Shirai, 2015, pp. 412~413). Based on this, they argued for a
usage-based approach (e.g., Diessel, 2007; Diessel & Tomasello, 2000) to account for the
development of RCs in child Mandarin and suggested that young children start out with
the simplest syntactic structure from the input to acquire the grammar of RCs.

The corpus findings of Chen and Shirai (2015) provide an insightful perspective into
the issue of RC acquisition in Mandarin. However, several relevant issues arise. First, an
obvious inconsistency was observed between the experimental findings and the corpus
findings on the acquisition of Mandarin head-final RCs: the experimental results show a
dominant SRC advantage (e.g., Hu, et al., 2016; Tsoi, et al., 2019) whereas the corpus data
suggests an ORC advantage (Chen & Shirai, 2015). This is unlike the consistent pattern
found in English between the experimental findings (e.g., Diessel & Tomasello, 2005;
Kidd & Bavin, 2002) and the corpus data (Diessel & Tomasello, 2000). It should be noted
that we do not assume that corpus findings and experimental findings must conform to
each other as these two involve different contexts and processes: the former derives from
children’s usage of RCs in natural contexts whereas the latter is generated from testing
children’s linguistic knowledge of RCs in well-controlled settings. It is possible that
certain pragmatic factors involved in the conversational context but not in the experi-
mental setting could prompt young children to usemore ORC sequences, and this is what
the current study intends to find out.

Second, we also observe a clear divergence between Mandarin-speaking caregivers’
speech data and the findings from previous corpus studies on adult Mandarin. In Chen
and Shirai (2015) study, Mandarin-speaking caregivers were found to produce many
more ORCs than SRCs when talking to their children (ORCs vs. SRCs: 58.6% vs. 17.6%).
Yet, previous corpus studies consistently show that Mandarin adults use SRCs far more
often than ORCs under various contexts, as summarized in Table 2. The sharp contrast in
the use of RCs between Mandarin caregivers’ speech data and Mandarin adults’ other
corpora data led us to speculate whether there may be something peculiar about child-
adult conversation that promotes Mandarin-speaking caregivers to use more ORCs than
SRCs.
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Lastly, Chen and Shirai (2015) did not specify the restricted nature of the early RC
sequences in the conversational context. Chen and Shirai (2015) highlighted the role of
frequency (i.e., input distribution) as the key factor in the acquisition of RCs. However,
the use of RCs in the conversational context is likely to be related to some kind of
pragmatic factor and this may result in certain distributional properties (e.g., Fox &
Thompson, 1990). Thus, it is important to further examine the syntactic property and the
pragmatic nature of the RCs used in spontaneous child Mandarin, and the findings can
offer some insights into the discrepancies discussed above.

Restrictive-RCs vs. Pseudo-RCs

To examine the specific properties of RCs produced in natural adult-child conversations,
we begin by looking at the discourse functions of RCs under different contexts. First, the
RCs used in the experimental tasks or identified in various adult corpora (as shown in
Table 1-2) are considered to be restrictive-RCs that serve tomodify a head noun, as in (4).
The head noun, the woman, is discourse-old information as it has been introduced in the
prior discourse (i.e., There are two women.). The RC, that wears a red hat, provides
additional presupposed knowledge known to both the speaker and the hearer to differ-
entiate the head referent out of a set of identical objects in the context (i.e., two women).
Restrictive-RCs have a restricting function and are therefore most felicitous when the
given context contains two or more than two identical objects.

Table 2. Summary of the previous corpus studies on adults’ use of RCs in Mandarin

Study Corpus Results

Hsiao & Gibson (2003) The Chinese Treebank, version
3.0, published by the Linguistic
Data Consortium.

Total RCs: 882 instances
SRC: 507 (57.5%)
ORC: 375 (42.5%)

Ming & Chen (2010) Lancaster Corpus of Mandarin
Chinese (LCMC)

Total RCs: 290 instances
SRC: 162 tokens
ORC: 43 tokens
Adjunct/Gapless: 85

Wu, Kaiser & Andersen
(2011)

The first 1,000 (of 1,151) files of
the 3rd version of the Chinese
Treebank 5.0 (CTB)

Total RCs: 818 instances
SRC: 676 (86.6%)
ORC: 142 (17.4%)

Vasishth, Chen, Li & Guo
(2013)

Taiwan-based Sinica Corpus 3.0
(Five million words)

Total number of sentences with
two NPs and DE: 756 sentences

SRC: 119 tokens
ORC: 45 tokens

Hsiao & MacDonald
(2013)

The Penn Chinese Treebank, 7.0 Total RCs: 1051 instances
SRC: 742 tokens
ORC: 309 tokens

Chen, Ming & Jiang
(2015)

Lancaster Corpus of Mandarin
Chinese (LCMC)

Total RCs: 198 instances
SRC: 139 tokens
ORC: 44 tokens
Adjunct/Gapless: 15
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(4) Restrictive-RC
There are two women. The woman [that wears a red hat] has long hair.

In spontaneous speech, some constructions look superficially similar to restrictive-
RCs, but they actually function as nonrestrictive predicates. For example, in (5a), the
copula, is, establishes a referent (Mom) in a focal position for the predication expressed by
the clause, that wears a red hat, and the clause is nonrestrictive. Sentences like (5) are
known as cleft sentences, which typically put a particular constituent into focus and are
often accompanied by a special intonation. Following Weinert and Miller (1996), there
are variations of cleft constructions in the deictic terms (it/that/what), but all involve a
copular be verb, as shown in (5). We call the clause following the focused constituent in
(5a) and the clauses introduced by the wh-word in (5b-5d) together as cleft clauses.
Specifically, the cleft clause in (5a) looks identical to the restrictive RC in (4) on the
surface. Most formal linguistic analyses treat cleft structures much the same way as RC
structures because they all involve syntactic movement to the left periphery (See a brief
review in Thornton, Kiguchi, & D’Onofrio, 2018).

(5) Cleft clause
a. It is Mom [that wears a red hat]. (IT cleft)
b. That’s [what I have done]. (WH cleft)
c. The cake is [what David wants]. (WH cleft)
d. [What David wants] is the cake. (Reverse WH cleft)

Another type of clause which looks superficially similar to restrictive-RCs but also
functions as a nonrestrictive predicate is the so-called presentational relative clause
(abbreviated as presentational-RCs) like (6). According to Lambrecht (1988), the pres-
entational-RC construction involves a copula be verb and a predicate nominal. In this
construction, a referent is established in a focal position being predicated by a presenta-
tional-RC. The propositional content of presentational-RCs like (6) is not pragmatically
presupposed but is used to assert new information related to the head referent, and so the
information structure of presentational-RCs differs from that of restrictive-RCs
(Lambrecht, 1988; Fox & Thompson 1990). Because presentational-RCs are proposition-
ally simpler and are found to appear fairly frequently in child English, they have been
argued to be related to the development of restrictive-RCs (Diessel & Tomasello, 2000).

(6) Presentational-RC
a. That is the sugar [that goes in there].
b. Here is a tiger [that’s gonna scare him.] (Nina 3;1)

Considered together, cleft clauses like (5a) and presentational-RCs like (6) share
similar syntactic and pragmatic functions. Syntactically, they are both predicate nominals
that co-occur with a copular verb, and pragmatically, they both involve some kind of focus
effect to direct the listener’s attention to particular entities (Weinert & Miller, 1996;
Diessel &Tomasello, 2000). Due to these characteristics, seeming RCs like (5-6) have been
categorized as pseudo-relatives (abbreviated as pseudo-RCs) in order to differentiate them
from genuine restrictive-RCs like (4) (Labelle, 1990). Interestingly, pseudo-RCs are found
to occur fairly frequently in both adult speech (Duffield & Mickaelis, 2011) and child
speech (Labelle, 1990). The surface similarity between pseudo-RCs and restrictive-RCs
led us to suspect that perhaps a large portion of the RCs observed in Mandarin-speaking
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children’s and caregivers’ speech are not genuine restrictive-RCs, but instead, are pseudo-
RCs that involve a focus effect in the conversational context.

In Mandarin, the cleft construction, also called the shi…de construction, is marked by
the presence of two elements, the copula shi and themorpheme de. The constituent to the
right of copula (SHI) receives a focus reading, as in (7a). Subject-focus cleft sentences like
(7a) have a variant like (7b), in which de is inserted between the verb and its object,
creating a subject-focus V-de-O cleft. The use of subject-focus S-V-de-O clefts is related to
dialectal differences and is constrained by factors such as past-time event, indefiniteness
tendency, common collocations, and structural simplicity (See more discussion on this
alternative in Hole, 2011, Lee, 2005a; Long, 2013, Paul &Whitman, 2008). In addition, as
shown in (7c), the copular shi of the cleft sentences is often dropped in colloquial
Mandarin (Cheng 2008; Hsieh, 1998; Lee, 2005b). Thus, a surface sequence like
(7c) has two possible readings (i-ii). It is usually treated as an ORC when appearing in
isolation but it could actually be a cleft sentence with a subject-focus reading in certain
contexts, as exemplified in (8). In (8), Speaker B produced an utterance like (7c) as a
response to the question proposed by Speaker A asking about the agent of cooking, and
the subject baba ‘Daddy’was under focus in that context. In (8), the copular SHI is placed
inside a parenthesis to indicate its optionality.

(7) a. Shi baba zhu fan de.
SHI daddy cook rice DE
‘It is Daddy that cooked the rice.’

b. Shi baba zhu de fan.
SHI daddy cook DE rice
‘It is DADDY that cooked the rice.’

c. [baba zhu de] fan
daddy cook DE rice
(i) ‘the rice that Daddy cooked’ (ORC reading)
(ii) ‘It is DADDY that bought the book.’ (Cleft reading)

(8) Speaker A: (Shi) Shéi zhu de fan?
(SHI) Who cook DE rice
‘Who was it that cooked (the rice)?’

Speaker B: (Shi) [baba zhu de] fan
(SHI) daddy cook DE rice
‘It is DADDY that cooked the rice.’ (Cleft reading)

Furthermore, head nouns are allowed to be omitted in Mandarin, and Mandarin-
speaking children are found to produce headless DE-marked NPs fairly early (Packard,
1988). The omission of the head noun occurs often in conversations because the head
referent can be easily recovered from the prior discourse context (Cheng, Cheung, &
Huang, 2011). Thus, for a surface sequence like (9) where the head noun is omitted, there
is likely to be ambiguity between two readings: the headless ORC reading (i) and the cleft
clause reading (ii). The cleft reading of (9-ii) is a typical response to questions like (10a),
which highlights the agent of cooking. To answer the question in (10a) in colloquial
speech, people tend to drop the copular shi and omit the topicalized deictic pronoun zhe
‘this’which refers to the object, as shown in (10b), resulting in a sequence like (9) that has
the cleft reading (ii).

Pseudo-RCs and restrictive-RCs 9
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(9) [baba mai de]
daddy buy DE
(i) Headless ORC reading: ‘(something) that Daddy bought’
(ii) Cleft clause reading: ‘It is DADDY that bought (this).’

(10) a. Zhe shi shei mai de?
this SHI who buy DE
‘WHO is it that bought this?’

b. (Zhe) (shi) [baba mai __ de], (bu shi [mama mai __ de]).
this SHI daddy buy DE not SHI mom buy DE.
‘It is DADDY that bought (this), (not Mom).’

In addition to the cleft clauses, it is also observed that Mandarin speakers, both adults
and children, use a lot of presentational-RCs like (11) to introduce new referents into the
discourse. In these examples, the copular verb, SHI, is coupled with the deictic pronoun
zhe ‘this’ or na ‘that’ to refer to something in the immediate context, and the presenta-
tional-RCs are a part of the nominal predicate, asserting new information to highlight
what is special about the head noun.

(11) a. Zhe (ge) shi [baba mai __ de] (shu).
this CL SHI daddy buy DE book
‘This is the book that Daddy bought’

b. Na shi [a-yi song __ de] (wanju).
that SHI aunt give DE toy
‘That is the toy that my aunt gave (to me).’

To sum up here, it is clear that genuine restrictive-RCs and pseudo-RCs differ in both
syntactic properties and pragmatic functions. Syntactically, restrictive-RCs involve two
main propositions and serve to modify a head noun, whereas pseudo-RCs involve the
copular be verb and serves as nonrestrictive predicates. Pragmatically, restrictive-RCs are
about presupposed knowledge known to both the speaker and the hearer and are used to
identify the head referent out of a set of similar referents, whereas pseudo-RCs assert new
information and tend to involve some kind of focus effect to direct the listener’s attention
to particular entities in the discourse context. Importantly, as suggested above, without
considering the discourse context, utterances like (7c), (9), and (11) can easily be
misanalysed as restrictive-RCs when they are in fact focus-related pseudo-RCs. Given
that utterances involving focus effect appear very often in natural speech (Labelle, 1990;
Lambrecht, 1988), we wonder if most of the RC utterances found in Mandarin child-
caregiver conversations are not genuine restrictive-RCs like (2), but, instead, are pseudo-
RCs that involve a focus effect in the conversational context. Specifically, we hypothesize
that the pragmatic factor for using pseudo-RCs extensively is the underlying cause for the
object-gap primacy observed in Mandarin child-caregiver conversation.

The Current Study

The goal of the present study is twofold. The first is to verify whether the object-gap
primacy found in Chen and Shirai (2015) can be replicated in a different corpus of child
Mandarin. Based on this, our second goal is to carefully examine whether the object-gap
primacy is related to the use of pseudo-RCs for focus effect during child-caregiver
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conversation. To this end, we analyzed the speech data from the Taiwan Corpus of Child
Mandarin (TCCM) and incorporated the conversational context into our analyses to see
how the two different types of RCs (restrictive-RCs vs. pseudo-RCs) are distributed in
child speech.

Methodology

TCCM is the first public database that contains spontaneous speech data of child
Mandarin in Taiwan (Cheung, Chang, Ko, & Tsay, 2011), which is now a part of the
TalkBank collection. It contains the speech data of ten children (age ranging from
1;6~4;3) collected from their spontaneous conversations with their caregivers (Cheung,
1998). In this database, the total number of child utterances and adult utterances was
33842 and 63881 respectively. Several steps were taken to filter the data. First, we extracted
all the utterances that contained DE, and this gave us 1682 utterances for the child group
and 4456 utterances for the caregiver group. Next, to focus our analyses on SRCs and
ORCs, among the DE-marked utterances, we extracted the utterances that contained a
gap in the subject position and in the object position. This gave us a total of 135 target
utterances in the child group and a total of 356 target utterances in the caregiver group for
further analysis. Table 3 provides detailed information of the ten paired (child-adult)
participants of this study, including their age range, the numbers of total utterances, and
the number of target utterances. As shown in Table 3, as Yang did not produce any target
RC utterances, he/she was removed from the analysis.

We coded the extracted target utterances in three aspects: gap position (SRC/ORC),
clause type (Restrictive-RC/Pseudo-RC), and headedness (Headed/Headless). The target
utterances with a [ __ V (N) de] (HeadN) surface pattern were coded as SRCs (i.e., a gap in
the subject position of transitive/intransitive verbs), and the target utterances with a [ N V
__ de] (Head N) surface pattern were coded as ORCs (i.e., a gap in the object position).
Both headed and headless sequences were included, as indicated by the parentheses. Next,

Table 3. Bibliographic information of the ten children

Child ID Age Range
Child

All utterance
Adult

All utterance
Child

Target utterance
Adult

Target utterance

Cheng 03;01-03;11 3564 5246 19 30

Chou 02;01-03;04 5253 9131 11 49

CHW 03;06-04;03 2685 3649 19 33

JC 02;08-03;05 5244 8738 15 53

PAN 02;00-03;09 3700 7028 20 56

Wang 02;05-03;04 3192 4471 19 26

Wu 01;07-02;10 2854 8835 15 60

WUYS 02;07-03;10 1879 5704 15 29

XU 01;06-02;05 2726 3948 2 9

Yang 01;07-02;04 2745 7131 0 11

TOTAL 33842 63881 135 356

Pseudo-RCs and restrictive-RCs 11
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we coded these target utterances as Restrictive-RC or Pseudo-RC based on their specific
syntactic and pragmatic properties. To do this, we needed to check the context where the
target utterance occurred. Thus, for each target utterance, we extracted three lines (Line
1 to Line 3) preceding and three lines (Line 4 to Line 6) following the target utterance
(highlighted in gray) and incorporated them into our analysis. See Table 4 for examples of
one restrictive-RC (A) and two pseudo-RCs (B-C) from our data.

Example (A) is a dialogue between a mother (MOT) and a child (CHI), and the target
sentence (ama zhu de dan ‘the egg that grandma cooked’) produced by the child is an
example of a restrictive-RC. The head noun dan ‘egg’ is the object NP of thematrix clause.
Crucially, the target utterance that contains a typical restrictive-RCs involves two lexical
verbs, one for the main clause (xihuan ‘like’ in this case) and one for the RC (zhu ‘cook’ in
this case).

Example (B) involves three participants in the conversation: the mother (MOT), the
examiner (EXA), and the child (CHI), and this is an example of a cleft clause. The target
utterance, mama mai de ‘mother buy DE’, was produced by the child. Without consid-
ering the context, the target utterance is easily taken as a headless ORC thatmodifies some
entity like (something) that the mother bought. However, when the context is taken into
consideration, the utterance is actually not a restrictive-ORC, but is a cleft clause that
places a special focus on mama ‘mother’ to answer the question ‘WHO is it that bought
the sticker?’ in the preceding context (Line 3). In other words, this target utterance
occurred in an emphatic context which asked about the agent of the buying action. Thus,
it is a subject-focus V-de-O cleft with an omitted head noun. Crucially, the target
utterance involves only one main proposition based on the lexical verb (mai ‘buy’),
and is related by a copular shi, which is omitted here.

Example (C) is a dialogue between the examiner and the child participant, and it is an
example of a presentational-RC. The target utterance (Zhi shi Lily ayi song de) is not a
restrictive-ORC like Example (A), because only ONE sticker was introduced in the prior
context by the examiner (Line 1). Based on the context, it was clear that the child was
emphasizing the person (Aunt Lily) who gave the sticker to him. This is supported by Line
4, inwhich the examiner repeated the name of the agent (Aunt Lily) again. Thus, the target
utterance was a presentational-RC with an omitted head noun, and it introduced new
information about the referent (i.e., WHO provided the sticker) with some kind of focus
effect. Crucially, like Example (B), the target utterance in (C) acted as a nonrestrictive
predicate nominal of the copular SHI, and involves only one main proposition based on
the lexical verb (song ‘give’).

Analyzing the context of the target utterances like those in Table 4 is critical to our
study, because we want to see how many of the SRCs/ORCs are pseudo-RCs correlated
with an emphatic reading and how many of them are genuine restrictive-RCs. The target
utterances were coded either as a restrictive-RC or as a pseudo-RC based on the
preceding/following context. To avoid subjective interpretation of the context, an object-
ive criterion in determining whether the target sequence is a pseudo-RC is to see whether
it is associated with the copular SHI, serving as a part of nonrestrictive predicate nominal
(as Example B/C in Table 4)). It should be noted here that the use of SHI is often omitted
in colloquial speech, like the target utterance in (B), so incorporating the preceding
context (Line 1-3) into our analyses becomes necessary. If the target sequence contains
twomain propositions and does not involve copular SHI, like Example (A), it is coded as a
restrictive-RC. Lastly, to see whether the omission of the head noun may be correlated
with different types of RCs, the target utterances were further coded as Headed (when the
head noun is present) andHeadless (when the head noun is absent). To ensure the quality
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Table 4. Examples of the three RC types from the corpus

Note: Glossary: LE = aspect marker; BEI = passive marker; YOU = existential marker; CL = classifier; Q = question particle.
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of the coding, three native Mandarin speakers were given clear instructions to code the
data independently. Most of the data were coded the same (over 90%), and the three
coders later discussed and reached agreement on the coding of all data.

Results and Discussion

Quantitative Results

This section reports the quantitative results of our corpus analyses. Our goal was to verify
whether Mandarin-speaking children used more ORCs than SRCs, and to further
examine how the distribution of SRCs/ORCs may interact with Clause type (restrict-
ive-RC/Pseudo-RC) and Headedness (headed/headless). Since the corpus used in the
present study includes the speech data set of ten individual children and their caregivers
(Table 3), the number of observations on the child-based target structure can be obtained.
In our following statistical analyses, for comparability across individuals, we used
proportions instead of raw counts as the dependent variable. As shown in Table 3, the
number of extracted target utterances varies in each child-adult pair (e.g., the number of
target utterances was 20 for PAN but only 2 for XU; the number of target utterances was
60 for Wu-paired adult but only 9 for XU-paired adult). Given the unequal size of the
target utterances extracted from each participant, using raw counts for comparison could
be problematic. For example, it was found that PAN produced 6 SRC and XU produced
only 1 SRC. Based on the raw counts, PAN produced many more instances of SRC than
XU did (6 vs. 1). However, if we take into account the size of the total extracted target
utterances (i.e., as the denominator), the proportion of SRC is 30% (6/20) for PAN but
50% (1/2) for XU, suggesting that XU produced more SRCs than PAN proportionally.
Therefore, using proportions of the target structure can better represent the appearance of
the target structure in each child’s corpus than using raw counts. We ran three sets of
factorial linear-mixed model (LMM) analysis with Child-Adult Pair ID (Child ID) as the
random factor. We ran the analyses by using mixed function of afex package (Singmann,
et al., 2021) in the R environment (R Core Team, 2020), followed by the relevant simple
main effect comparisons estimated from the pair function in the emmeans package
(Lenth, 2020). To ensure that our data were suitable for LMM analyses, we used the
describe function of the psych package (Revelle, 2019) to check the distribution of our
dependent variable in the three LMMmodels. In all the three data sets, the mean and the
median of the dependent variable were equal to 0.5 and the skew approached zero (Please
see Table A1 in the Appendix for a complete description). These results proved that the
data in the three models are normally distributed, matching the requirement for running
LMM analyses.

First, we examined the effect of gap position (SRC vs. ORC) and the group (child
vs. adult) difference. Table 5 presents the proportions of SRC/ORC for each participant in
both groups. The proportions were calculated based on the total number of target
utterances produced by each participant. It was observed that both groups produced
many more ORCs than SRCs. The fixed effects of the first LMM were GAP (SRC, ORC)
and GROUP (child, caregiver) exploring the relationship between GAP and GROUP and
the difference of GAP distribution within GROUP. The results revealed no interaction
between GAP and GROUP (p > .1), but a significant main effect of GAP (b = -0.44, SE =
0.06, t= -7.96, p < .001). The simple main comparisons of SRC-ORC show that the mean
proportion of ORCwas significantly higher than that of SRC in both groups (Child group:
72.3% vs. 27.7%; b= -0.45, SE= 0.08, t= -5.73, p < .001; Adult group: 71.5% vs. 28.5%; b=
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-0.43, SE= 0.08, t= -5.53, p < .001). Thus, there is object-gap primacy, similar to what was
found in Chen and Shirai (2015).

Second, when taking the clause type (restrictive-RC vs. pseudo-RC) into consider-
ation, interesting patterns emerged. Figure 1 presents the mean proportions of these
constructions in our data (the proportions of SRC/ORC for each participant are provided
in Table A2 in the Appendix). Clearly, an interaction pattern between the gap and the
clause type was observed in each group. The fixed effects of the second LMMwere Clause
Type (CTYPE) (restrictive-RC, pseudo-RC), GAP (SRC, ORC), and GROUP (child,

Table 5. The proportions of SRC/ORC of each participant in each group

Child Group Adult Group

SRC ORC SRC ORC

Child ID % N % n % N % n

Cheng 63.2 12/19 36.8 7/19 36.7 11/30 63.3 19/30

Chou 0.0 0/11 100.0 11/11 18.4 9/49 81.6 40/49

CHW 10.5 2/19 89.5 17/19 33.3 11/33 66.7 22/33

JC 13.3 2/15 86.7 13/15 9.4 5/53 90.6 48/53

PAN 30.0 6/20 70.0 14/20 25.0 14/56 75.0 42/56

Wang 15.8 3/19 84.2 16/19 26.9 7/26 73.1 19/26

Wu 26.7 4/15 73.3 11/15 46.7 28/60 53.3 32/60

WUYS 40.0 6/15 60.0 9/15 37.9 11/29 62.1 18/29

XU 50.0 1/2 50.0 1/2 22.2 2/9 77.8 7/9

Average 27.7 72.3 28.5 71.5

Figure 1. The mean proportions of SRCs & ORCs across Clause type in each group

Pseudo-RCs and restrictive-RCs 15
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caregiver), to explore the relationship among these factors and the differences of GAP
distribution within Clause Type. The results revealed a significant interaction between
GAP and CTYPE (b= 0.99, SE= 0.17, t= 5.89, p < .001), confirming the observed pattern
that overall, the mean proportion of SRCs was significantly higher than that of ORCs for
restrictive-RCs (58.74% vs. 41.26%; b= 0.17, SE= 0.08, t= 2.09, p < .05), but the opposite
pattern was found for pseudo-RCs (87.96% vs. 12.94%; b= -0.76, SE= 0.08, t= -9.07, p <
.001) (See Figure 2). The simple main comparisons showed that in restrictive-RCs, the
proportion of SRC was significantly higher than that of ORC in the child group (64.2%
vs. 35.8%; b = 0.28, SE = 0.12, t = 2.40, p < .05), but not in the adult group (53.3%
vs. 46.7%; p= .58). In pseudo-RCs, both groups used significantly more ORCs than SRCs
(Child group: 85.1% vs. 14.9%; b= -0.70, SE= 0.12, t= -5.93, p < .001; Adult group: 90.8%
vs. 9.2%; b = -0.82, SE = 0.12, t = -6.89, p < .001). These results suggest that the ORCs
produced by the children and the caregivers are predominantly pseudo-RCs. Once
pseudo-RCswere identified and separated, the proportion of restrictive-SRCs outweighed
restrictive-ORCs, and the SRC advantage was evident in the child group but not in the
adult group.

Lastly, we included the factor of “headedness” in our analyses to see if the omission of
the head noun is related to gap position and clause type. Figure 3 presents the mean
proportion of headed/headless utterances across clause type and gap position in each
group. It was observed that in both groups, headed/headless utterances went the opposite
direction between the restrictive-RCs and the pseudo-RCs, and the difference was more
evident in ORCs. The fixed effects of the third LMM were HEAD (Headed, Headless),
CTYPE (restrictive-RC, pseudo-RC), GAP (SRC, ORC), and GROUP (child, caregiver),
to explore the relationship among these factors and the differences of Headedness
distribution within CTYPE and GAP. The results showed a significant three-way inter-
action among HEAD x CTYPE x GAP (b = -0.75, SE = 0.20, t = -3.7, p < .01) and a
significant interaction betweenHEADandCTYPE (b= 0.85, SE= 0.10, t= 8.33, p < .001).
The analyses confirmed the observed pattern that pseudo-RCs had more headless
sequences than headed ones for both SRCs and ORCs, whereas restrictive-RCs had more
headed sequences than headless ones, but only for ORCs not SRCs (See Figure 4).
Interestingly, we also found a significant interaction between HEAD and GROUP (b =

Figure 2. The interaction between Gap and Clause Type
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0.37, SE = 0.10, t = 3.8, p < .01). As shown in Figure 5, the child group produced more
headed RCs than headless RCs, though the difference was not significant (p > .1), but the
caregiver group produced significantlymore headless RCs than headed RCs (b= -0.29, SE
= 0.07, t= -4.20, p < .001). Further simplemain comparisons ofHeaded-Headless showed
that in restrictive-RCs, the proportions of headed sequences were significantly higher
than that of headless ones only inORCs in both groups (Child group: 87.5% vs. 12.5%; b=
0.75, SE = 0.17, t = 4.32, p < .001; Adult group: 71.4% vs. 28.6%; b = 0.43, SE = 0.13, t =
3.31, p < .01). In pseudo-RCs, the proportions of headless sequences were significantly
higher than that of headed ones in ORCs in both groups (Child group: 71.7% vs. 28.3%; b

Figure 3. The mean proportions of headed/headless RCs across Clause type and Gap position in each group

Figure 4. The three-way interaction between HEAD, CTYPE, and GAP
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= -0.43, SE= 0.13, t= -3.36, p < .001; Adult group: 89.7% vs. 10.3%; b= -0.83, SE= 0.13, t
= -6.44, p < .001), as well as in SRCs for the adult group (87.5% vs. 12.5%; b= -0.75, SE =
0.16, t = -4.73, p < .001). The overall pattern shows that restrictive-RCs and pseudo-RCs
differ in the property of headedness. The finding suggests that in the context for using
pseudo-ORCs, the head noun is often omitted, whereas in the context for using restrict-
ive-ORCs, the head noun is more likely to be preserved. The summary table of the three
LMM outputs reported above is provided in Table A3 in the Appendix.

Qualitative Analyses

In addition to the averaged patterns reported above, we also examined the data at the
individual level. As shown in Table A2 in the Appendix, for pseudo-RCs, a clear
object-gap dominance was found in every child participant (except for Cheng) and in
every adult participant. For restrictive-RCs, six out of nine children produced more
SRCs, and only three of them (Chou, JC, Wang) produced more ORCs. Interestingly,
among the total of fifteen restrictive-ORCs produced in the child group, more than
half of them were produced by Child Wang, who produced eight instances of
restrictive-ORCs.

We examined the pattern of the earliest RCs produced by the children to see if the
qualitative analyses support the quantitative results. A total of nine examples (12~20)were
analyzed, one from each child, and they are the very first RCs produced by the children in
this dataset. In these nine examples, three of them are restrictive-RCs (12~14), and six of
them are pseudo-RCs (15~20). The restrictive-RCs involve two main propositions (two
verbal predicates), one for the RC and one for the matrix clause, as exemplified by
(12) and (13). The example in (14) byWANG is a bit tricky. The sequence ‘mama cook de’
might look ambiguous on its own at first. The preceding line suggests the child was
playing the role of Mother, and the following line ‘You don’t eat it’ suggests that the child
intended to say something like ‘Don’t eat something that mom cooked’. Since this
utterance did not involve a copular verb from the preceding context, it was coded as a
restrictive-ORC.

Figure 5. The interaction between HEAD and GROUP
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(12) Restrictive/SRC/Headless (Cheng 3;02)
CHI: 吃完 的 去 擦擦 嘴巴

chiwan de qu caca zuiba
eat-done DE go clean mouth
‘People who finished eating go to clean your mouth.’

(13) Restrictive/SRC/Headed (Xu 2;02)
CHI: 啊啊叫, 因為 擦藥 長 痱子 的。

a-a-jiao, yinwei cayao zhang feizi de
ah-shout because apply-medicine grow heat-rash DE
地方 痛
difang tong
place hurt
‘Ah-ah, because of the medicine, the (body) part that had
heat rash was hurt.’

(14) Restrictive/ORC/Headless (Wang 2;05)
Line 3 CHI: 我 是 媽媽

wo shi mama
I be mother
“I am the mother.’

CHI: 媽媽 煮 的
mama zhu de
mother cook DE
‘(something/what) that mother cooked’

Line 4 CHI: 你 不要 吃。
ni buyao chi
you do-not eat
‘You don’t eat (something that mother cooked).’

The other six examples (15~20) are considered as pseudo-RCs because they all involve
the copular verb SHI, which was dropped inmost of the cases. They are all ORCs, with four
headless (15~18) and two headed (19-20). Example (15) and (16) are typical cleft clauses,
and in both cases, the copular SHIwas dropped. In (15), the target utterancewas a response
to the question (aboutwho bought something for the child). In (16), the target utterancewas
produced in the context where the child was pretending to be a chef cooking for the adult
(See Line 3~6). Under such a context, the cooking actions were all done by the child
participant. When the examiner said that the drink was good, the child immediately said it
was made byGuaiGuai to highlight that it was him/her who produced the tasty drink. The
focus effect was captured by the examiner, who repeated the same sentence (GuaiGuai pao
de ‘It is made by GuaiGaui.’) right after. Both (15) and (16) are analyzed as cleft clauses
because they both emphasized the agent of the action (Daddy in (15) andGuaiGuai in (16)).

(15) Pseudo/ORC/Headless (Wu 1;09)
Line 3 ADU: 誰 買給 你 的 ?

shei mai-gei ni de
who buy-give you DE
‘Who bought it for you?’

Pseudo-RCs and restrictive-RCs 19
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CHI: 爹地 買 的。
diedi mai de
Daddy buy DE
‘It was Daddy who bought it.’

(16) Pseudo/ORC/headless (Chou 2;04)
Line 3 EXA: 好 喝 !

hao he
good drink
‘It’s good. (The drink tastes good!)’

CHI: 乖乖 泡 的。
GuaiGuai pao de
GuaiGuai mix DE
‘It is made by GuaiGuai. (It is GuaiGuai that made the
drink.)’

Line 4 EXA: 乖乖 泡 的。
GuaiGuai pao de
GuaiGuai mix DE
‘It is made by GuaiGuai. (It is GuaiGuai that made the drink.)’

Line 5 CHI: 漢堡 現在 在 煮。
hanbao xianzai zai zhu
hamburger now at cook
I am cooking hamburgers right now.’

Line 6 EXA: 要 煮 那麼 久 啊 ?
yao zhu name jiu a
will cook that long Q-Particle
‘It takes that long to cook?’

Example (17) and (18) were about focusing on some entities in the immediate context,
and these examples involve some variations. Example (17) is related to a focus effect
because it puts emphasis on a specific object that the child had used. It is analyzed as a
pseudo-RC because it involved the copular SHI, and it is a pseudo-cleft with an object-
focus reading (see more in the Discussion section). It can be translated either as awh-cleft
clause like ‘This is what I used’ or as a reversedwh-cleft like ‘What I used is this!’, similar to
the English examples in (5b/5d). In (18), the child speaker directed the attention to the
two books in the context by saying ‘These are the two books that you brought’ to assert new
information about the books, and the copular SHI was omitted.

(17) Pseudo/ORC/headless (CHW 3;08)
Line 3 CHI: 我 看。

Wo kan
I see
‘Let me take a look.’

CHI: [我 用 的] 就 是 這個。
Wo yong de jiu shi zhe-ge
I use DE exactly be this-CL
‘This is exactly what I used.’/ ‘What I used is this!’
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(18) Pseudo/ORC/headless (JC 2;09)
Line 3 EXA: 又 穿 這個 那麼 漂亮。

You chuan zhe-ge name piaoliang
again wear thie-CL very pretty
‘You wear this again. So pretty.’

CHI: 這 兩本 [你 帶來 的]。
Zhe liang-ben ni dailai de
this two-CL(book) you bring DE
‘These are the two books that you brought.’
Or “Here are two books that you brought.’

Next, Example (19) and (20) are typical presentational clauses, like those in (11) discussed
in the Introduction. These examples involve the copular verb SHI (omitted in (19) but
present in (20)), and they begin with the deictic pronoun zhe ‘this’ or na ‘that’ to refer to
something in the immediate context. The use of the deictic pronoun suggests that these
utterances were probably coupled with a pointing gesture. These are presentational relatives
because they serve as predicate nominals to highlight what is special about the head noun
(wanju ‘toy’ in (19) and feifei ‘fly-fly’ in (20)). They both involve some kind of focus effect to
direct the hearer’s attention to the head referent by providing new information about it.

(19) Pseudo/ORC/headless (PAN 2;06)
CHI: 這個 這個 媽媽 買給 軒軒 的 玩具。

Zhe-ge zhe-ge mama mai-gei XuanXuan de wanju
this-CL this-CL mother buy-

for
XuanXuan DE toy

‘Here is the toy that mother bought for XuanXuan.’

(20) Pseudo/ORC/headless (WUYS 2;02)
CHI: 這個 是 飛機 用 的 飛飛。

Zhe-ge shi feiji yong de feifei
this-CL be airplan use DE fly-fly
‘Here is the fly-fly that the airplane used.’

The examples in (15-20) might be misanalysed as restrictive-ORCs based on the
surface word order if their occurring context is not considered carefully. However, when
looking into the context of these six utterances, they actually differ from the examples of
genuine restrictive-RCs in (12-14) in terms of their syntactic properties and pragmatic
functions. Overall, the pattern of the nine earliest RC-related utterances were quite
revealing. Most young Mandarin-speaking children produced pseudo-RCs rather than
restrictive-RCs (6 vs. 3) as their first RC-related utterance, and most of them were
headless (6 out of 9). The three restrictive-RCs included two SRCs and one ORC, and
the six pseudo-RCs were all ORCs. Overall, the qualitative analyses matched the quan-
titative results.

Analyses by age

As the age range of the ten children in our study was large (ranging from 1;6 to 4;3), in
order to see the developmental path of different types of RCs, the target utterances were
divided into three stages based on the children’s age (i.e., the age of the child when the
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utterance was produced): Stage I (age 1;6 ~ 2;6), Stage II (age 2;7 ~ 3;4), and Stage III (age
3;5 ~ 4;3). Each stage is about one year apart, and we can observe the children’s change in
their use of RCs year by year. The proportions of the four types of RCs (Restrictive-SRC/
Restrictive-ORC/Pseudo-SRC/Pseudo-ORC) in each stage were calculated. As shown in
Table 6, throughout the three stages, the number of pseudo-ORCs was dominant (over
60%) over the other three types of RCs (Restrictive-SRC/Restrictive-ORC/Pseudo-SRC).
Both Pseudo-SRC and Pseudo-ORC reached the highest proportion at Stage II (Pseudo-
SRC: 14.5%; Pseudo-ORC: 64.5%). Interestingly, Restrictive-SRC and Restrictive-ORC
showed the opposite patterns. The proportions of Restrictive-SRC increased steadily from
Stage I to Stage III (Stage I: 10.0%; Stage II: 11.5%; Stage III: 23.3%), whereas the
proportions of Restrictive-ORC declined (Stage I: 20.0%; Stage II: 9.8%; Stage III:
7.0%). These patterns suggest that in the early stage of language development, pseudo-
ORCs remain dominant in child Mandarin, and that as the children grow from age 1 to
4, they begin to use more and more restrictive-SRCs than restrictive-ORCs.

General Discussion

The results of our corpus analyses yielded several important findings. First, without
considering the context of where the target utterances appeared, bothMandarin-speaking
children and their caregivers produced a lot more ORCs than SRCs (Table 5), parallel to
the object-gap primacy found in Chen and Shirai (2015). Second, when the syntactic
properties and the pragmatic functions of the target SRC/ORC utterances were identified
and analyzed based on the given context, we found two opposite patterns between
restrictive-RCs and pseudo-RCs: (a) Pseudo-RCs displayed a clear ORC advantage
whereas restrictive-RCs displayed a clear SRC advantage (Figure 1/2), and (b) Pseudo-
ORCs were dominantly headless whereas restrictive-ORCs were dominantly headed
(Figure 3/4). Lastly, children produced far more pseudo-RCs than restrictive-RCs, and
the developmental trajectory suggests that young children use increasingly more restrict-
ive-SRCs than restrictive-ORCs as they grow (Table 6). These findings have significant
theoretical implications, as discussed below.

Experimental Findings vs. Corpus Findings

The finding that object-gap dominance occurred only in pseudo-RCs but not in restrict-
ive-RCs suggests that the object-gap primacy found in young Mandarin-speaking

Table 6. The distribution and the proportion of each RC type in each stage

Stage 1
(Age 1;06-2;06)

Stage 2
(Age 2;07-3;04)

Stage 3
(Age 3;05-4;03)

% N % n % N

Restrictive-SRC 10.0 3/30 11.5 7/61 23.3 10/43

Restrictive-ORC 20.0 6/30 9.8 6/61 7.0 3/43

Pseudo-SRC 10.0 3/30 14.8 9/61 9.3 4/43

Pseudo-ORC 60.0 18/30 63.9 39/61 60.5 26/43
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children’s spontaneous speech is mainly driven by the pragmatic factor involved in the
conversational context. That is, the child-caregiver conversation provides a natural
context for using a lot of focus-related pseudo-RCs like subject-focus V-de-O clefts
(for highlighting the agent of an action) and presentational-RCs (for asserting further
information for a newly introduced object). This offers a plausible explanation for the
discrepancies raised in the Introduction - why object-gap primacy is observed only in the
spontaneous speech data (Chen & Shirai, 2015) but not in the experimental studies
(e.g. Hu et al., 2016a; Tsoi et al., 2019) or in adult written corpora (e.g. Vasishth et al., 2013;
Hsiao & MacDonald, 2013). Unlike natural conversations, experimental materials and
written corpora normally do not involve a discourse context for focus effect, but, instead,
prefer to use restrictive-RCs tomodify a head referent. Our finding supports the view that
the early use of RCs in spontaneous conversation is restricted in form and function, and
that the discourse/pragmatic factors embedded in the conversational context affect the
choice of RCs, leading to certain distributional patterns (e.g., Fox & Thompson, 1990;
Cheng, et al., 2011). In addition, our finding also suggests that the proposal of Chen and
Shirai (2015) to attribute the predominance ofORCs in childMandarin toword order and
input frequency is oversimplified, and the pragmatic factor should be taken into consid-
eration.3

Pseudo-RCs vs. Restrictive-RCs

The distinct patterns found between pseudo-RCs and restrictive-RCs in our study suggest
that these two types of RCs should be treated separately in the discussion of RC
acquisition in Mandarin. Previous studies on head-initial RCs have suggested that these
two types of RCs are developmentally related. In their corpus study on English-speaking
children, Diessel and Tomasello (2000) found that themajority of the early RCs produced
by young children are presentational-RCs attached to the predicate nominal of a copula
clause, and they mostly involve a subject gap with an intransitive verb like (6a). Based on
this, Diessel and Tomasello (2000) argued that children start out from a presentational
amalgam construction (a copular clause plus a relative) which expresses a single prop-
osition, and gradually they learn to use complex relative constructions by expanding the
structure into two full separate clauses with two main propositions (pp. 142-143). Young
French-speaking children are also found to use a lot of presentational-RCs and cleft
clauses with a subject gap, and Labelle (1990) took this observation to support her
proposal that early child relativization does not involve wh-movement but is a result of
grammar transfer from the predicative construction employed in presentational-RCs and
clefts (pp. 113-114). These studies point toward the assumption that pseudo-RCs act like
precursors to restrictive-RCs in the acquisition of RCs. However, our findings on head-
final RCs in Mandarin challenge this view, because pseudo-RCs and restrictive-RCs
exhibit contrasting characteristics. First, the developmental trajectory for restrictive-
RCs and pseudo-RCs show totally different patterns (Table 6). The dominant use of

3It should be noted here that our study focused onMandarin, and our account for an ORC advantage does
not necessarily apply to other dialects of Chinese like Cantonese. Mandarin RCs and Cantonese RCs differ in
several ways. It has been reported that in Cantonese RCs, a clear ORC advantage is observed in ‘classifier
relatives’, and this type of RCs does not allow a pseudo-relative interpretation. Thus, the similarity in the word
order between ORC andmain clause discussed by Shirai and others still remains as a possible explanation for
the ORC advantage found in Cantonese (Chan, Matthews, & Yip, 2011; Chan et al., 2018).
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pseudo-ORCs in early child Mandarin suggest that object-gap sequences should be easier
to acquire. But this is not what we found in restrictive-RCs, where SRCs are used more
often than ORCs as children mature. Second, if the development of restrictive-RCs is
structurally influenced by pseudo-RCs, we would expect to observe an ORC advantage
and a preference for head omission in restrictive-RCs, similar to what is found in pseudo-
RCs. Yet, this is not the case. Instead, we found a SRC advantage and a preference for
being headed in children’s use of restrictive-RCs. The dissimilar distributional patterns
between restrictive-RCs and pseudo-RCs suggest that these two types of RCs are probably
inherently different in Mandarin and should be discussed separately.

In our study, pseudo-RCs include both presentational-RCs and subject-focus V-de-O
clefts, in contrast to restrictive-RCs. Although they share surface similarity in word order,
only presentational RCs, but not V-de-O clefts, have an underlying structure similar to
restrictive-RCs. This differs from English, where both presentational-RCs and cleft
clauses are regarded to be derived via similar processes like restrictive-RCs
(i.e., movement to the left periphery). Under the generative framework, it is generally
agreed that the Mandarin RC construction involves wh-movement like English, and
presentational-RCs also involve similar derivation like restrictive-RCs, albeit being
attached to a predicate nominal instead of an argument NP (Huang, Li, and Li, 2009).
While young children’s earliest presentational-RCs are mostly object-gap like (19-20),
they also produce a few subject-gap presentational-RCs, as in (21-22). In these examples,
the head noun (Dasin in (21) and fenhongse-de wazi ‘pink socks’ (omitted) in (22)) is
specific and the presentational-RC is part of the predicate nominal (with omitted SHI)
that asserts new information to highlight the head noun.

(21) Presentational-SRC (JC 3;05)
Line 3 EXA: 那個 是 什麼 ?

nage shi shenme ?
that SHI what
‘What is that?’

CHI: 滑 樓梯 的 大信 啊。
hua louti de Daxin a
slide stair DE Daxin
‘Daxin that slide the stairs.’

(22) Presentational-SRC (Pan 3;00)
Line EXA: … 你 怎麼 穿 粉紅色的 襪子。

ni zenme chuan fenhongse-de wazi
you how come wear pink socks
‘How come you wear the pick socks?’

CHI: 這 有 花紋 的。
zhe you huawen de
this have pattern DE
‘This is the one that has decorative patterns.’

The cleft construction in Mandarin, however, is structurally very different from
restrictive-RCs and presentational-RCs. In Mandarin, subject-focus S-V-de-O clefts like
(23a) are usually considered to be marked variants of S-V-O-de clefts (23b). Various
syntactic analyses on subject-focus V-de-O clefts have been proposed, depending on how
DE is analyzed. Some opt for a unified analysis of DE for both clefts and RCs (Cheng,
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2008; Long, 2013; Simpson &Wu, 2002), while others treat DE in clefts and DE in RCs as
two independent morphemes (Lee, 2005b; Paul &Whitman, 2008). The dominant view is
that the derivation of Subject-focus V-de-O cleft does not involve wh-movement like
restrictive-RCs (Hole, 2011; Paul & Whitman, 2008; Simpson & Wu, 2002).4

(23) a. S-V-de-O cleft
(Shi) [baba mai de] (shu)
SHI daddy buy DE book

b. S-V-O-de cleft
(Shi) [baba mai shu de]
Shi daddy buy boo DE
‘It is Daddy that bought the book.’

We think that there may be something peculiar about Chinese shi…de clefts that
contributes to the object-gap dominance found in pseudo-RCs in our study. That is, an
object NP is not allowed to be positioned to the right of SHI as a focused constituent
(Teng, 1979; Huang, 1988; Tsao, 1994). In English, an object NP is allowed to be moved
into It is … that configuration to have an object-focus reading as in (24a). However, in
Mandarin, due to some special syntactic restrictions, an object cleft in a shi…de con-
struction like (24b) is unacceptable (Huang, 1988; Tsao, 1994; Yang & Ku 2010). The best
way to represent the object-focus reading of the English cleft in (24a) is to use a pseudo-
cleft construction like (24c), which actually involves an object-gap, like Example (17) in
our data. Although Mandarin does not allow object clefts, it does allow a predicate-focus
structure derived by positioning SHI right before the whole VP. In this case, the focused
constituent can be the entire predicate (25a) or the object NP included in the predicate
(25b) (Lee, 2005b). This structure would produce a seeming subject-gap (with an omitted
head), but it is used rather infrequently. We found only one pseudo-SRC of this kind in
our corpus, shown in (26). It is a predicate-focus structure and the copular SHI is
omitted.5

(24) a. It was a book that John bought __ last night.
b. *Zhangsan zuowan mai-le shi yi-ben

Zhangsan last-night buy-LE SHI one-CL(book)
shu de.
book DE

4Different proposals have been put forward on the derivation of subject-focus V-de-O clefts. For example,
Simpson andWu (2002) proposed thatDE starts out as the head of DP and it cliticizes to the verb of the clause
to derive V-de-O order. Paul and Whitman (2008) argued that DE heads the Aspect Phrase, and the verb
raises up to adjoin to DE, resulting in a V-de-O order. Hole (2011) argues that DE heads a complementizer
phrase, and the V-de-O order is related to object shift plus a remnant movement at PF. Currently, no
consensus is reached and the exact syntactic nature of V-de-O clefts still remains to be further examined.

5We thank one of the reviewers who pointed out the examples like (a-b) below. This is an example of a
predicate-focus structure. Paul & Whitman (2008) argued that this type of structure can be analyzed as a
proposition assertion whose truth value is relevant to the discourse context.

a. 是 买 什么 的? b. 是 买 车 的。

Shi mai shenme de. Shi mai che de.

SHI buy what DE SHI buy car DE
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c. [Zhangsan zuowan mai __ de ] shi
Zhangsan last-night buy DE SHI
yi-ben shu.
one-CL(book) book

(25) a. Zhangsan zuowan shi qu mai dongxi (de),
Zhangsan last-night SHI go buy things DE,
bu shi qu kan dianying (de).
not SHI go watch movie DE
‘It is the case that Zhangsan went to buy things last night, not
watching movies.’

b. Zhangsan zuowan shi qu mai shucai (de),
Zhangsan last-night SHI go buy vegetables DE,
bu shi qu mai shuiguo (de).
not SHI go buy fruit DE
‘It is vegetables that Zhangsan went to buy last night, not fruits.’

(26) An example of predicate-focus/Pseudo-SRC
Line 3 MOT: 子彈 是 要 幹 什麼 的 啊 ?

zidan shi yao gan shenme de a
bullet SHI will do what DE Q-particle
‘What is it for bullets to do?’

CHI: 炸 壞人 的。
zha huairen de
bomb bad-people DE
‘It is to blow up bad people.’

In brief, Mandarin has subject-focus S-V-de-O clefts which look similar to ORC word
order ([N V __ de (N)]) on the surface, and because of their frequent occurrence, they are
easily confused with restrictive-ORCs out of context. Mandarin does not allow an object
cleft structure parallel to English example (24a), and uses pseudo-clefts like (24c) with an
object-gap to express an object-focus reading unambiguously. In addition, Mandarin
allows a predicate-focus structure, which generates a word order that resembles SRCword
order with an omitted head noun ([ _ V N de]), but this kind of usage is quite limited in
child language. These structural asymmetries of Mandarin cleft construction may be one
major reason why we found so many more pseudo-ORCs than pseudo-SRCs in child-
adult speech in Mandarin.

The development of different types of RCs

In our study, genuine restrictive-RCs are found to be used much less frequently and
developed later than pseudo-RCs in child Mandarin. This is reasonable because
restrictive-RCs are syntactically and pragmatically more complex than pseudo-RCs.
As discussed in the Introduction, restrictive-RCs involve twomain propositions in two
full clauses and are related to the presupposed knowledge and shared information in
the discourse context. Such complexity could be quite challenging for young children
due to their limited cognitive capacity (Newport, 1990). Importantly, we found a clear
SRC advantage in the use of restrictive-RC in the child group, in line with the previous
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experimental findings (Hsu et al, 2009; Hu et al., 2016; Lee, 1992; Tsoi et al., 2019, etc.).
The SRC advantage can be explained either by the structure-based account (Hsu et al,
2009; Hu et al., 2016) or the experience-based account (Tsoi et al., 2019). The structure-
based account attributes the SRC advantage to the structural factor. As subject gap is
located in the highest position of a sentence, it is structurally more accessible and has
fewer intervening items than the object gap (e.g., Noun Phrase Accessibility Hierarchy
in Keenan & Comrie 1977; Relativized Minimality in Friedmann, et al., 2009). The
experience-based account, on the other hand, attributes the SRC advantage to the input
distribution as SRCs are found to be more frequent than ORCs in various corpus
studies (e.g., Vasishth et al., 2013). Our finding of a SRC advantage observed in the
child group but not in the adult group (Figure 1) lends strong support to the structure-
based account. Since the child-directed speech from the adults did not show a clear
SRC advantage, the SRC advantage pattern found in the child group cannot be
attributed directly to the input factor. This finding is significant because it suggests
that the acquisition of restrictive-RCs is affected mainly by the structural factor rather
than the input factor. Under the experience-based approach, an alternative explan-
ation to the SRC advantage found in the previous experimental studies was the biased
difficulty associated with ORCs due to the use of the animate head nouns in the test
materials (e.g., Tsoi et al, 2019). However, this is not a problem in our study because
our data is based on naturalistic child speech. Although various corpus studies show
that Mandarin-speaking adults use more restrictive-SRCs than restrictive-ORCs
(Table 2), they are mostly based on written texts and are unlikely to be the major
source of input for children under age four. In our study, when pseudo-RCs are
separated from restrictive-RCs, Mandarin-speaking children are found to use signifi-
cantly more restrictive-SRCs than restrictive-ORCs. As no SRC advantage was
observed in the paired caregivers, we suggest that it is the structural difference inherent
between SRCs and ORCs that plays a critical role in affecting the development of
restrictive-RCs. Moreover, in the by-age analyses, Mandarin-speaking children are
found to use more and more restrictive-SRCs over restrictive-ORCs as they grow from
1 to 4 (Table 6). Such a developmental path also supports the SRC advantage in
acquiring restrictive-RCs, and suggests that the SRC advantage will become more
evident as children mature, corroborating the previous experimental findings (e.g.,
Hsu, 2014; Hu et al., 2016b).

Next, our study showed the prevalence of pseudo-RCs in early child Mandarin
(Table 6), which is a phenomenon found cross-linguistically. For example, Spanish-,
Hebrew-, and French-speaking children were found to use a lot of presentational-RCs
in narrative picture-book tasks (Dasinger & Toupin, 1994; Jisa & Kern, 1998). English-
speaking and French-speaking children are also found to produce a lot of RCs that are
attached to the predicate nominal of a copular sentence (Diessel & Tomasello, 2000;
Hudelot, 1980). We suggest that the dominant use of pseudo-RCs in child speech is due
to the particular communicative needs of young children (e.g., Diessel, 2009). Young
children, especially from age 1-3, are in the process of learning to identify and to label
objects/people in their surroundings. Both caregivers and young children thus tend to
produce sentences with a focus effect to draw attention from each other on the specific
objects/people in their conversation. Using cleft clauses can achieve the focus effect
directly by positioning the element into a focused position. For example, when talking to
a young child, in addition to using a neutral sentence with a focus prosody like Look!
Uncle Sam bought an ICE CREAM, the caregiver may use a cleft sentence like ‘Look! It’s
Uncle Sam that bought an ice cream!’ or ‘Look! It’s a book that Uncle Sam bought!’ to
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draw the child’s attention to the agent or the object of the buying event. In addition,
when asking children questions, in order to check if they could identify certain objects
or people, caregivers may say ‘Look!Who is it that bought the ice cream? /What is it that
Uncle Sam bought?’ instead of ‘Who bought the ice cream? / What did Uncle Sam buy?’
So, it is natural for young children to pick up the focus reading and respond with a cleft
clause.

As for presentational-RCs, they create some kind of focus effect because this type of
construction is able to combine two distinct functions - referent introduction and
property predication - into one single sentence at the same time. Following Lambrecht
(1987, 1988, 2002), presentational-RCs are pragmatically motivated because they func-
tion to introduce a new referent in a non-initial position and this allows speakers to assert
further relevant information about the newly introduced topic as a way to highlight the
referent. In a lot of children’s fairytales, an opening sentence like ‘Once upon a time, there
was a little princess who lived in a castle.’ is a typical example of presentational-RCs. The
properties of presentational-RCs such as semantically-bleached verbs (copular), a dis-
course-new head nominal, and an assertion in the RC,make it a very suitable structure for
caregivers and children to talk about new referents and their properties at the same time
and draw attention from each other during conversation. Furthermore, there is a cross-
linguistic difference in the use of presentational-RCs. Bates and Devescovi (1989) showed
that Italian speakers used more presentational-RCs than English speakers in a picture
description task, and suggested that this difference is related to whether the language
encodes a discourse topic or sentence subject. They proposed that speakers of topic-
prominent languages like Italian are more likely to use presentational-RCs than speakers
of subject-dominant languages like English, because the former but not the latter allows
speakers to frequently introduce new referents in a non-subject position (i.e. topic
position). As Mandarin is classified as a topic-prominent language (Li & Thompson,
1976), it is not surprising that Mandarin-speaking caregivers and children use a lot of
presentational-RCs to talk about elements in their environment. As focus-related pseudo-
RCs (both clefts and presentational-RCs) can draw the hearer’s attention and highlight
certain elements in the discourse, they are pragmatically very useful in caregiver-child
speech. Our finding of extensive use of pseudo-RCs in Mandarin child-caregiver con-
versation suggests that the special communicative needs for attention play a critical role in
early language development.

Lastly, we discuss the cross-linguistic similarities and differences in young children’s
use of pseudo-RCs. One issue that deserves special attention is why it is the ORC but not
the SRC that is dominant in Mandarin-speaking children’s use of pseudo-RCs. This
pattern differs from what is found in English. Diessel and Tomasello (2000) showed that
young English-speaking children produced a lot of subject-gap pseudo-RCs like (27). In
our study, we found that youngMandarin-speaking children produced a lot of object-gap
pseudo-RCs like (28).

(27) English pseudo-RCs: Subject-gap / subject-focus
a. Cleft sentence: It is MOM [that __ bought the book]
b. Presentation RCs: Here’s the girl [that __ came with us]

(28) Mandarin pseudo-RCs: Object-gap / subject-focus
a. Subject-focus V-de-O Cleft: (是) [媽媽 買 __ 的 ] (書)

shi mama mai de shu
SHI Mom buy DE book
‘It is MOM that bought the book.’
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b. Presentation RC: 這 是 [媽媽 買 __ 的 ] (書)
Zhe shi mama mai de shu
This SHI Mom buy DE book
‘This is the book that Mom bought.’

Interestingly, although the English examples (27) and theMandarin examples (28) dif-
fer in the gap position, they all place the focus on the agent of the action. This is especially
clear when we compare (27a) and (28a). In both examples, the agent ‘Mom’was the focus.
InMandarin (28a) ‘(Shi) mamamai __ de’, the gap appears in the object position after the
verbmai ‘buy’, but in its English counterpart (27a) ‘It is MOM that ___ bought it.’, the gap
appears in the subject position before the verb bought. In other words, in both languages,
children prefer to highlight the agent of an action (i.e. subject-focus reading) in their use
of pseudo-RCs. We suggest that there is a universal tendency for young children and
caregivers to highlight and to talk about the agent of an event in their speech. This is
because naturally occurring conversations often center on interactions between animate
objects like humans or animals and therefore, information about agents tend to be more
prominent than information about patients or objects (Brandt et al., 2008). So, it is the
universal pragmatic factor that prompts the child-caregiver conversation to produce a lot
of pseudo-RCs with a subject-focus reading. As for the difference in the gap position
found between child English and child Mandarin (27a vs 28a), we think it is related to
language-specific factors. First, English has head-initial RCs whereasMandarin has head-
final RCs. Second, the cleft construction works differently in the two languages. English
derives a subject-focus reading bymoving the agent NP into It is… that structure, similar
to the leftward movement of RCs, and this results in a SRC. In Mandarin, however, the
subject-focus reading is derived by placing the agent NP to the right of SHI in the shi… de
construction, and combined with the head-final property ofMandarin RCs, this results in
an ORC word order [(SHI) S V-de-O]. These structural differences account for the cross-
linguistic variation, such that a subject-gap dominance is found in the pseudo-RCs of
child English, whereas an object-gap dominance is found in the pseudo-RCs of child
Mandarin.

Conclusion

To conclude, our study is the very first to carefully examine the use of pseudo-RCs and
restrictive-RCs in child Mandarin, and the findings are noteworthy. Pseudo-RCs and
restrictive-RCs differ both syntactically and pragmatically. Specifically, pseudo-RCs
include both clefts and presentation-RCs, and they both involve some kind of focus effect
to direct the listener’s attention in the discourse context. The distinct distributional
patterns we found between pseudo-RCs and restrictive-RCs suggest that these two types
of RCs should be treated separately. We found a SRC dominance for restrictive-RCs and
suggest that the acquisition of restrictive-RCs is affected mainly by the structural factor.
We found an ORC dominance in pseudo-RCs and suggest that the object-gap primacy is
mainly the result of the need for a focus effect in child-caregiver conversation. Our
findings also suggest that the extensive use of pseudo-RCs to highlight the agent of an
event is an important characteristic of child-caregiver speech, and attribute it to the
universal pragmatic factor and the communicative needs of young children. We also
discussed the language-specific factors that are related to cross-linguistic variation on
whether it is SRC orORC that is dominant in early pseudo-RCs. Unlike English, the head-
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final RCs and the special structural features of theMandarin cleft construction give rise to
the ORC dominance in Mandarin-speaking children’s use of pseudo-RCs. Finally, the
diverging developmental patterns between restrictive-RCs and pseudo-relatives suggest
that these two types of RCs are inherently different, and the exact developmental
relationship between these two types of RCs remains to be examined further.
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Appendix

Table A1. Data Distribution Description

Set n mean SD median skew kurtosis

Model 1 36 0.5 0.272326 0.5 –7.9E-17 –1.23628

Model 2 72 0.5 0.368411 0.5 –7.2E-18 –1.54594

Model 3 122 0.5 0.362976 0.5 –1.9E-17 –1.40417
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Table A2. The proportions of SRC/ORC across clause type in each child (top) and their paired adult
(bottom)

Restrictive RC Pseudo-RC

SRC ORC SRC ORC

Child group % n % n % N % N

Cheng 77.8 7/9 22.2 2/9 50.0 5/10 50.0 5/10

Chou 0.0 0/3 100.0 3/3 0.0 0/8 100.0 8/8

CHW 100.0 1/1 0.0 0/1 5.6 1/18 94.4 17/18

JC 0.0 0/1 100.0 1/1 14.3 2/14 85.7 12/14

PAN 80.0 4/5 20.0 1/5 13.3 2/15 86.7 13/15

Wang 20.0 2/10 80.0 8/10 11.1 1/9 88.9 8/9

Wu 100.0 1/1 0.0 0/1 21.4 3/14 78.6 11/14

WUYS 100.0 4/4 0.0 0/4 18.2 2/11 81.8 9/11

XU 100.0 1/1 0.0 0/1 0.0 0/1 100.0 1/1

Average 64.2 35.8 14.9 85.1

Restrictive RC Pseudo-RC

SRC ORC SRC ORC

Adult Group % n % n % N % N

Cheng 42.9 9/21 57.1 12/21 22.2 2/9 77.8 7/9

Chou 27.3 6/22 72.7 16/22 11.1 3/27 88.9 24/27

CHW 66.7 10/15 33.3 5/15 5.6 1/18 94.4 17/18

JC 44.4 4/9 55.6 5/9 2.3 1/44 97.7 43/44

PAN 63.6 14/22 36.4 8/22 0.0 0/34 100.0 34/34

Wang 43.8 7/16 56.3 9/16 0.0 0/10 100.0 10/10

Wu 71.0 22/31 29.0 9/31 20.7 6/29 79.3 23/29

WUYS 70.0 7/10 30.0 3/10 21.1 4/19 78.9 15/19

XU 50.0 2/4 50.0 2/4 0.0 0/5 100.0 5/5

Average 53.3 46.7 9.2 90.8
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Table A3. The summary table of the three LMM outputs

1 2 3

Fixed Effect Estimate SE t Estimate SE t Estimate SE t

(Intercept) 0.500 0.027 18.190** 0.500 0.030 16.888** 0.500 0.025 19.685**

GROUP 0.000 0.055 0.000 0.000 0.059 0.000 0.000 0.051 0.000

GAP ‒0.438 0.055 ‒7.963** ‒0.292 0.059 ‒4.933** 0.000 0.051 0.000

GAP * GROUP ‒0.016 0.110 ‒0.143 0.166 0.118 1.400 0.000 0.102 0.000

CTYPE 0.000 0.059 0.000 0.000 0.051 0.000

CTYPE * GROUP 0.000 0.118 0.000 0.000 0.102 0.000

CTYPE * GAP 0.934 0.118 7.886** 0.000 0.102 0.000

CTYPE * GAP * GROUP 0.105 0.237 0.443 0.000 0.203 0.000

HEAD ‒0.095 0.051 ‒1.871

HEAD * GROUP 0.386 0.102 3.797**

HEAD * GAP ‒0.146 0.102 ‒1.438

HEAD * CTYPE 0.847 0.102 8.334**

HEAD * GAP * GROUP 0.052 0.203 0.256

HEAD * CTYPE * GROUP ‒0.319 0.203 ‒1.572

HEAD * CTYPE * GAP ‒0.752 0.203 ‒3.700**

HEAD * CTYPE * GAP * GROUP ‒0.485 0.406 ‒1.194

Child–Adult Pair ID (Intercept) 0.000 0.000 0.000

Residual 0.027 0.063 0.075

*p < .05; **p < .01
Note. GROUP = Child - Paired Caregiver; GAP = SRC - ORC; CTYPE = Restrictive-RC - Pseudo-RC; HEAD = Headed - Headless; * = Interaction.
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